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Jörn Peter Hiekel: Resonances of the Non-Evident. Mark Andre’s Work for
Musical Theatre wunderzaichen

The composition wunderzaichen is, in its artistic strategies and its aesthetics,
typical for the work of Mark Andre. It may even be called, in the traditional
sense, the composer’s ›magnum opus‹. It combines moments of remarkable
clarity with a strangely obscure, highly suggestive and even ›magical‹ side.
However, in spite of its reference to a religious topic, this work keeps aloof of all
common strategies of religious composing, indeed, it seems to undermine
them. Instead, the composition is characterised by elaborated, suggestive
searching movements – and on the whole the piece, as the composer himself
intimated, seems to represent a process of resolution. Yet, part of the remark-
ability of wunderzaichen is a highly original structural handling of the musical
material and semantic crystallisations to the point of an insightful integration
of strongly auratic elements related to Christian und Jewish traditions. All this
is based on a richly shaded unfolding of the most diverse resonances and allu-
sions – and yet it always moves in the Uncertain, in unstable situations. Thus,
the experience of transcendence plays a central role in this piece. But insep-
arable from this – and inaudible – is, at the same time, the insight (an insight
downright painful for the main character of wunderzaichen) that things per-
taining to faith cannot readily communicated verbally. Aesthetics, content and
structure of the work are, overall, very tightly interwoven and contribute to a
whole that may be called extremely rich in perspectives.

Übersetzung: Claudia Brusdeylins

*

Lydia Jeschke: Expanded Space, Frozen Time, Infinite In-Between. Works
with Electronics by Mark Andre

Electronic media are an interesting and by now fundamental tool for Mark
Andre’s work – enriching, sometimes explaining, but never dominating the
musical ideas. They help the composer to think in and to express extreme
polarities: the very close and the very far, the concrete and the abstract, attacks
and answers … all these polarities which are fundamental for most of his
music. That’s probably why, listening to Mark Andre’s music, you can often

*

hardly tell whether there’s electronic media being played or not.
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Martin Zenck: »Between/In-Between« – Categories of an Interim and an Inter-
space. On the Music of Mark Andre, above All as Regards the Ensemble Piece
riss (2014) with a Look at and an Ear towards Beethoven’s op. 131

As opposed to the ontological conception of the individual arts – which con-
tinues to refer to the respective medial self-foundation and excludes a possible
intermediality, meaning an »in-between« of the media – as well as in opposition
to an ontology of time, which drastically and overarchingly is targeted towards
a substantiality advocating within time, currently, along with Herbert Wal-
denfels, Jean-Luc Nancy, Michel Serres and Kurt Röttgers, greater attention
has been paid to the areas situated between, across and in the margins of aes-
thetic, historical and cultural times. Thus, as early as 2009, this aspect of the
fluid boundaries between the times – both the historical and the aesthetic ones
in the respective arts and media – was made a central topic in a congressional
report on »Passages« published by Christian Utz and myself, which has led to a
differentiation of the transitions as musical passagi – as historical transverse pas-
sage, as transgressive transitus and as a transverse transition ritual. In Mark
Andre’s preliminary oeuvre, one discovers an even more intense concern for
these questions and a meticulous differentiation of the interims and interspaces
in the sense of a philosophical metaphor, also of those found between different
cultures. From the perspective of these inter-presences, music is essentially
composed and musical experience is targeted towards them. Although no one
defines its efficiency – it rather happens and takes place – corresponding com-
positions do not simply consist of interspaces, but of motions that spring from
relatively continuous developments and measured temporal structures, which
then disembogue into these interims and from their vantage point principally
call into question a substantiated consistency of the temporal progression.
Therefore, the focus is on »interspaces« (cf. the ensemble piece by the same
title), on »risse« (no. 13 in the ensemble piece riss) as well as on eruptive mar-
ginalia on the brims of time (piano piece Contrapunctus) so that starting with
them either the other overarchingly accessible temporal structures can be
unmasked or instead an »emptiness« develops, which suddenly or gradually
generates life. Transitions – abruptio, pausa, aposiopesis, ellipsis – were elements
of baroque topography and compositional theory – in the application of
rhetorical figures in Joachim Burmeister, targeted towards the flow as well
towards the interruption of musical time without calling homogeneous time
into question. Nowadays and especially in the music of Mark Andre, however,
these passages in a non-homogeneous conception of time – as transitions; as
sudden disruptions; as overarching fermate; as violent modes of stowage; as ful-
filled »emptiness«; as »pause«; as »stillness«; and as »silence« – are moved to the
core of musical organization so that whatever otherwise has been marginal
time, a time »ad marginem« (Paul Klee and Jacques Derrida), becomes the
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main focus of a new musical experience of time, which then overarches into the
other, essentially homogeneous, incompletely empty or consistently con-
structed time and perhaps has the latter disappear.




